Publishing RIGS findings in WOS/SCOPUS indexed journals by Sahrir, Muhammad Sabri
Date:  7th of Sept, 2017 (Thursday)
Time: 9 am – 4 pm 
Venue: Al-Ghazali Conference Room, 
Kulliyyah of Education (KOED), IIUM
Objectives
1) To assist RIGS recipients in preparing their final reports for final 
submission.
2) To share effective strategies in converting RIGS reports into 
journal articles.
3) To facilitate the participants in publishing their article in suitable 
WoS/SCOPUS indexed journals.
By the end of  this workshop, every RIGS recipient is able to submit an article to the 
selected journals for his/her Key Ihsan Indicator (KII) 2017. 
Tentative
Opening Session
9.00 – 9.30 am
 Remarks by Dean
 Remarks by HOR
Session 1
9.30 am – 10.30 am
 Finalizing the reports of RIGS
 Identifying the main elements of research reports in RIGS
 Sharing effective strategies in converting RIGS reports into journal
articles
10.30 am – 11.00 am BREAK
Session 2
11.00 am – 1.00 pm
 Extracting and converting RIGS reports into journal articles
 Preparing the first manuscript of journal article collaboratively
1.00 pm – 2.00 pm BREAK
Session 3
2.00 pm – 4.00 pm
 Selecting possible publication in WoS/SCOPUS indexed journals
 Avoiding blacklisted journals by MoE Malaysia
 Submission of journal article to the chief editor/editorial board
 Follow up the submission progress/status by every mentor
Converting RIGS Findings into an Article
Abstract
Keywords





Results and Findings Timeline




• Refereed and Non Refereed Journals
• Indexed and Non Indexed Journals 
• Effective Strategies and Management in Article  Writing
• Selection of  High Impact Journals
• How to Select and Publish in ISI/SCOPUS Journals
• Blacklisted Journals by MoE Malaysia 
• Evaluation Criteria of  Reviewers’ Reports and Editorial Considerations
• Decision of  Article Publication
• Publication Fees
• Copyright of  Publications
• Promote Your Articles and Increase Your Citations


Sample of  Academic Journals 
Ingredients of  Writing
Types of  Articles• ‘Case Study’ Article








• "Non- ‘Case Study" Article/Review/Theoretical Articles
The papers under this category include conceptual, theoretical, correspondence, e-letters, book reviews and 
research proposal. The component of  this paper should consist of  an :-
• introduction
• body text comprising important issues
• conclusion
• references
How to Polish Your Writing
• Your research group/colleagues
• Refer to other articles/journals
• Refer to the Format of  a Journal
• Language Proofread
• Format Editing
• Finalize Your Writing
• SELF DISCIPLINE AND MANAGEMENT
Selection of  High Impact Journals








ISI/Web of  Sciences (WoS) Database
http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/mjl/








Journal Directory for Arabic/Islamic 




Submission of  Article to 
Chief  Editor/Editorial Board
• By email
• Open Journal System
• Waiting Period (at least 3 months)
• Nomination of  referees (3-5 experts)
• Decision and Reviews from the referees
• Correction/Declaration of  Authors
• Editorial Considerations 
• Evaluation Criteria of  Reviewers’ Reports 
• Decision of  Article Publication
• Preparing A Report based on Reviewer’s Report
• Publication Fees
• Copyright of  Publications
Submission of  Article to 
Chief  Editor/Editorial Board
GET YOUR ARTICLE PUBLISHED
• Publication Requirement for PhD students
• MA students – Best Student Award
• PASSION/SATISFACTION
• Self  Promotion in Academic World
• Collaboration in a research group/friends.
• Refer to YOUR COLLEAGUES!!!
Promote Your Articles 
& Increase Your Citations
• Get Your Articles Published
• Passion/Satisfaction
• Knowledge Sharing




Practical Session (Write and Publish)
1- International Journal of Interactive Mobile Technologies (iJIM):
http://online-journals.org/index.php/i-jim
2- International Journal of Emerging Technologies
in Learning (iJET): http://online-journals.org/index.php/i-jet




6- International Journal of Instruction: http://www.e-iji.net/
7- Studia Islamika: http://journal.uinjkt.ac.id/index.php/studia-islamika

